
FLEET XPRESS
Empowering the Maritime communities across
the world to benefit from an emerging digital society.

Fleet Xpress delivers the high data speeds enabled by Inmarsat’s Global Xpress Ka-band technology 
combined with the proven reliability of Inmarsat’s FleetBroadband L-band service.  Guaranteed global 
bandwidth improves business intelligence, enhance efficiency, performance and crew welfare.  

Fleet Xpress offers a powerful combination of unique benefits setting a new standard in maritime 
communications.

Continuous Connectivity

Ultimate reliability through a dual 
satellite constellation using Ka-band 
with unlimited L-band back-up, 
ensuring seamless global mobility.

Guaranteed Performance

Committed data rates backed-up by 
service level agreements guarantee 
that the customer always gets what 
they pay for.

Controlled Costs

More accurate cost management 
with a wide selection of flexible 
subscription packages and one 
invoice.

Fully Managed Support

Standardised plug-and-play service with 
24/7/365 management, monitoring and 
support globally, for simplicity and 
complete peace of mind.

Business Applications

A unique opportunity for enhanced 
operations by deploying value 
added services developed by third 
party application providers.

Cyber Resilience

Increased preparedness for 
cyber threats at sea.

Unlimited data service through a dual satellite constellation 
using Ka-band with unlimited L-band back-up at one fixed price 

Fully managed service 

Wide choice of affordable voice options (including prepaid) for 
crew and operations 

Advanced data monitoring, tracking and analysis tools  

Low cost voice calling  

Variety of flexible data plans 

FEATURES



COVERAGE

REAL-TIME ON-BOARD AND ON-SHORE CONNECTIVITY STATUS
Enabling vessel and support network team to track and monitor which 
connectivity is active at any time (i.e. the Ka-band primary Fleet Xpress 
service, or L-band FleetBroadband back-up service). 

TRAFFIC PRIORITISATION
Onboard usage can be managed according to status and traffic can be 
prioritised to ensure critical applications are always globally available. 

FUTURE READY
Designed to accommodate over-the-air updates, reducing the need for 
ordering and installing new hardware in the future. 

CONTROLLED COSTS 
Accurate cost management with a wide selection of flexible 
subscription packages and one invoice. 

FULLY MANAGED SUPPORT: 
Standardised service with 24/7/365 management, monitoring and 
support globally, for simplicity and complete peace of mind.

BENEFITS

Ka-band technology for Maritime Communication, that provides state of 
the art connectivity, taking maritime communications to the next level.

    Dual Antenna 

    Dual Satellite Constellations 

    Always-on Connectivity with Redundancy 

    Fixed Monthly Cost
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JARVIS (Just A Really Very Intelligent System) is a shipboard integrated digital solution 
embedded with data acceleration technology, designed to manage connectivity via various 

satellite networks. 

JARVIS transmits critical data efficiently, delivers IoT data and facilitates cyber security with 
AES256 encryption.
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TAKE YOUR NEXT STEP IN 
POWERING COMMUNICATIONS 
& CONNECTIVITY WITH US
www.io3.sg

Singapore
140 Paya Lebar Road #07-02,
AZ@Paya Lebar, Singapore 409015


